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My Beloved Parents and Students,
I hope you are all keeping yourselves safe and healthy as we pass through
these difﬁcult times of Covid-19! In this given context, I would like to take
this opportunity to put forth certain points of importance that our kids need to
get ready to settle into the new normal. We hope that this new phase of online
learning is well-inculcated at home.
The Education System would beneﬁt tremendously from the blended format which
means a mix of in-person and online education. Of course, it remains to be seen how blended learning will be
impacted by whatever we garner from this current phase of COVID. After all, it cannot be separated from the
culture and social life that people are experiencing now.
With this in mind I felt it would be good to give the following pointers:
Let children be trained to take responsibility in handling their tools and
organizing their books, stationery and other relevant things as per their schedule,
move out of their desk at the minimal while the class is on. This will later help
them handle Live School better.
Let them develop a healthy regime to keep up the Immunity Levels: This is
greatly needed at this point in time. So, as part of the family regime, getting up
little early, spending 15-20 min a day on Pranayama can help them tremendously
in the long-run. Eventually an exercise regime may expand off on its own accord.
Encourage them to take up Physical Activities or Hobbies in the form
Art/Music/Sports as for the future life which would engage them positively in
their leisure times. They can also help generate a great sense of achievement
nurturing their visualization and creativity skills.
Focus on their learning styles, approach of thinking and analysis, conﬁdence in
perception and presentation of their learning and not just on scores in academics
alone. Scores in content knowledge will eventually take a back seat over the
performance in these activities which will assess their competencies nurtured.
Encourage and put them into the habit of reviewing their own work, rechecking
their drafts before submitting it, be it in hard copy or soft copy form. This helps
them correct themselves not only content wise, but also improve their selfawareness as a whole.
As not only Schools, but majority of work spaces may undergo change giving
more scope to work from home, kindly ensure your work life and personal life
don’t overlap too much. This phase of parenting while your children are still
young is once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! Most of us are quite busy in the daily
humdrum and tend to regard attending to kids as a priority that can be put aside.
But, at the end of the day, it is our biggest priority in life.

Finally, before I close, I would suggest all the parents to keep themselves
updated on the NEW EDUCATION POLICY which calls for a lot of
cohesive efforts from School, Home and Child to be successful in pursuit
of preparing the children of India for the better world of tomorrow as
envisaged by our Beloved Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi!

Thanks and Best Regards,

Rama Devi.

VIRTUAL LEARNING
“Exposure from a young age to the realities of the universe is a super-big thing.”
Knowledge about Astronomy is useful to navigate the vast oceans, to decide when to plant crops
and to answer questions of where we came from and how we got here. It always makes a
signiﬁcant impact the way we see this world.
Having observed that many of our students are zealous to know about “Our Solar System”, as a
part of experimental learning we introduced them to NASA -Solar System Exploration link,
where they themselves could explore many interesting facts like size of planets, moons, different
atmospheres, sun, comets, dwarf planets and many more. Also, they were able to track the position
of planets live, like they tracked Mars when it came at the closest position to Earth on Oct 6th!
We then decided to introduce them to Webinars related to Astronomy, conducted by various Astro
clubs. As a kick-start they attended Secretary of Trichy Astro Club Mr. Bala Bharathi’s webinar on
“A Travel Through Telescope” organised by Vigyan Prachar, Tamilnadu Science and Technology
Center, Ariviyal Palagai and Astro Club (Trichy).
Observing the interest in kids and as the number of participants was increasing; we decided and
formed an Astro Club to nurture this growing interest among our children, which may give India
another Scientist like Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam.

Let’s keep the child’s inquisitive mind ignited always!!
“The Best way of learning anything is by doing.”

- Mrs. Kavita G (Science Teacher)

Every child in this world is born with curiosity. Students are naturally curious, which makes science an ideal subject for them to explore the
world around them. Encouraging scientiﬁc thinking among students and engaging them in investigative activities will increase the taste of
learning science and help them to progress with intellectual development and conﬁdence.
Experiential Learning is the need of the hour to make education more interesting and palatable for children.
During these virtual classes as well, our students were introduced to various simple scientiﬁc experiments where they had to apply what they
had learnt and sometimes learn the concept itself by doing. Experiments with simple and explorative methods using the materials available at
home Ex;” make a toy using simple machines, ““cloud in a jar” kindled their experimental perspective.
Here we share the feelings expressed by a few of our kids in this regard:
Shruthi of grade V A: Doing science experiments is a wonderful experience for us! Instead of having usual classroom studies with
black board and chalk, these explorative activities and learning through experiments gives me a new feeling that I would
cherish forever.
Kapa Nihar from class IV B: Thanks to my Science teacher for creating interest in me to do Science experiments during online
classes too. I tried experiments on adaptation of animals in polar region using butter and cold water, studied the difference
between solubility, sedimentation and decantation by taking water in a different glass adding salt and sand which was so amazing.
I never thought that learning science can be so much fun.” “The ONLY source of Knowledge is Experience.”

Virtual Field Trips
“No Permission Slips required. These virtual ﬁeld trips let educators take students to amazing places and give them remarkable
experiences, without ever leaving the classroom.”
In spite of this period of pandemic, we didn’t want our children to miss their fun ﬁlled ﬁeld trips. We took them to places like, wonderful
zoo located in San Diego through a virtual ﬁeld trip as they were learning about “Animal adaptations”. Thanks to the online platform
which made this possible. Watching live cams in the zoo which is located in California taught them many facts like the time difference
between India and California and different animals living there. They were able to observe the environment in which those animals were
kept and relate to what they learn in the class. In grade III Hindi Class, children were taken on a trip to see the beautiful monuments of
Hyderabad as a part of their lesson PICNIC!
Delighted to share the experiences of some Grade IV & III students.
I was excited to visit the San Diego Zoo which is housing more than 650 species and subspecies in California. It helped me to learn
about the survival tricks of many wild life species and their food habits
- Advaith Grade IV B
I was surprised to see different kinds of animals through various live cameras. I learned a lot about these animals and their habitats.
- Vishal Grade IVA
I was thinking about what they were going to show in the class. I was very happy at the end of the class as I got to see a lot of
- Himanish Grade IV B
wild animals!
It was a unique experience as we could visit so many places in our city from our home itself like the Charminar, Ramoji Film City,
Golconda Fort and The Snow World. I love these virtual Field trips because they allow us to engage with and learn about authentic
artefacts and to explore important places.
- Prisha Sharma & Arpita Bisht of Grade III
Nurturing Phonics
Phonics is a method for teaching the reading and writing of an alphabetic language. It is done
by demonstrating the relationship between the sounds of the spoken language, and the letters
or groups of letters or syllables of the written language.
We started showing Phonics videos of digraphs and trigraphs during vocabulary at Primary
level. This motivated children to join the class on time and as well as to start the day with a song
and expressions that helped to remember the words. At the end of every video child had to type
words in chat box of the particular phonic video shown on that day. This helped everyone in the
class to read, compare and check each other’s words. Eventually, children could ﬁnd out more
than 20 words in a day.
Phonics allows young readers to develop their reading comprehension. With practice, pupils'
decoding skills become so automatic that they would be able to concentrate and easily
understand the overall meaning of what they are reading. - Mrs. Yasoda (English Teacher)

VIRTUAL LEARNING
The New Pandemic Hobby : Gazing the Stars.
One of the most tantalizing prospects of amateur astronomy is learning more about the planets. It was
a startling experience when I got an opportunity of watching 3 great planets on the night sky of 1st
Oct 2020, between 8.30 and 9.00 pm from the balcony of my room!
These planets were Jupiter, Saturn and Mars. Jupiter and Saturn were seen closer to each other and
they almost looked like small dots. Mars was situated way lower to the above two planets and was
much bigger and brighter than them in size. We think we can only see planets using telescopes. But
we can use even special binoculars for watching planets which are designed for that purpose. I was
thrilled to notice that I could see these 3 planets with naked eyes. To my eyes it was Mars which
looked brighter and bigger. I sat there watching them and joined those using imaginary lines. A
pattern like inverted ‘7’ was what was formed on the sky, when I joined them. It is fun drawing
patterns on the sky using stars and planets and seeing different shapes. Night skies with shining stars
and planets are not only a treat to the eyes and imagination, but also a great relaxation. We should all
try to spend at least 2-3 days in a month to explore the sky and enjoy the beauty of the universe!

Arjun P Nair Grade VB

“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.”
This year I have experienced a new learning strategy during my online classes in this pandemic situation. Though this is new, I’m
enjoying it as I feel comfortable to learn from home. I have missed nothing, if I had to compare my physical and virtual classes, even the
exams too. They were well organized and planned, testing our honesty and integrity without the examiner near to me. It was a great
learning experience and the cherry on the cake was the Analytical Assessment. I felt them very challenging, as they enhance our
knowledge, brainstorming which makes us to think and analyse the questions to ﬁnd the correct option. These analytical papers made me
to understand and explore the concept in depth.
- S. Shruthi Grade V A.
THE VIRTUAL INVESTITURE CEREMONY - a memorable testimony
The Investiture Ceremony of UNICENT SCHOOL KOMPALLY for the academic session 2020-21 was held with great pomp and
dignity on a unique platform streamlined in YouTube. The event was presided over by the honorable Principal Mrs. RAMA DEVI
Ma’am. It was conducted with a high degree of earnestness and passion.
It started with the nominations for representatives dated 13th May 2020 and was followed by subsequent election held on 11th June
2020. The nominations for the cabinet were at a record stage for the year 2020-2021, and the
participation also looked great, which was conducted through Google form. Our minds body and souls
were all intermittently working together to make ?rst and foremost virtual investiture ceremony.
It was in fact daring though unique decision. It was decided to let happen all that we do off line. We
began with making of sashes and a video to be joined. A short video clip was recorded by all the
students with March past and oath. This was another special feature which involved most
important people in our lives, our dear parents. The School Cabinet members had the privilege of being
felicitated by their parents. It was a wonderful occasion. We took it to our pride and put in our best. We
received our sashes and appointment letters from our loving parents. Clippings were all ready with our
bright uniforms but a promise to serve the institution and perform our duties whole-heartedly was left
to be solicited with a solemn oath ceremony. OATH TAKING CEREMONY was organized in a zoom
meeting amidst staff and students, administered by our Primary Head. By Ms. Karuna.
We thank our honorable Director Sri Sunil , beloved Principal Mrs. RAMA DEVI MA’AM, and ALL
the Teachers for making the VIRTUAL INVESTITURE CEREMONY A GRAND SUCCESS . It has
proven that’ there’s always a possible way to do anything. We need to just think and work hard to
achieve it.’
The video clippings of different aspects of the ceremony were compiled together with the perfect anchoring of Kshitij and Shritha of
X Short speeches and songs were a part of the event. Finally with the motivation from our beloved principal ma’am and the help of
our teachers, we made the video which became a sensation in the school’s history and most treasurable gift for us!
D. Saaketh Reddy & Parikshith Grade X

GREAT OPPORTUNITY OF LEARNING LIVE FROM
GREAT THINKERS AND ACHEIVERS
A tale of Grit and Glory- SHRI CHINTAKINDI MALLESHAM
GARU’S TALK ON NATIONAL HANDLOOM DAY
How a School Dropout from Telangana Made It to the Forbes List of 7
Powerful Rural Entrepreneurs!
India is proud of its handloom sarees. They offer an unmatched mix of
elegance and simplicity. Every region of the country has its own variety of
handloom sari and many will agree that most handloom saris are woven
manually. Even today, patterns are woven thread by thread. Pochampally
silk saris are no different. While one admires the intricate work put into these
masterpieces, the process is often extremely taxing for weavers.
On the eve of National Handlooms Day, we were surprised to have an
interactive session with Padma Shri Chintakindi Mallesham Garu, whose dreams were selﬂess. A pride of the Telangana
districts of Nalgonda and Warangal. Sir narrated his journey of how he being a common man turned to be an entrepreneur. We
were really inspired by the consistent effort and self-motivated weaver turned Engineer. His dream invention of making an
‘asu’ machine to ease out his mother’s agony also wiped the tears of many women. After many failures, the Laxmi Asu machine
was born, which he named after his mother. Mallesham’s asu machine brought a ray of hope to all the weavers and provided
livelihood to many. To make it affordable to all, Palle Srujana and Mallesham have set up a crowd-funding campaign to
subsidize the cost of the machine for poorer weaver families. There is a well-known proverb “Necessity is the mother of all
inventions” we would like to add here, necessity when kindled with the urge to ﬁnd a solution can lead to fabulous inventions
and reinventions too!The session made me to think that when a school dropout can write coding by self-learning then we with
many opportunities can do wonders if we have that zeal. As students we need to put in our heart, mind and intellect to every
small act we do and this determination will helps us keep going.
- M. Akhilesh Reddy Grade VIII A

Panel interview with Advocate, academician and Administrator from embassy -Grade VII
As part of the journey to understand the concepts of democracy,
constitution of India and further to build competencies, perspectives on
our present functioning of the challenges, a panel discussion with
eminent professionals in the ﬁelds of law, public affairs section of the
US consulate and academician, viz Shri Vijay Kumar garu, Shri Senthil
garu and our Director Sunil Sir was organised for our Class through
online mode.
We had varied questions brainstorming not only for the students for the
panellists too and it was a wonderful learning as we heard them from
the experts and eminent thinkers. The questions were ranging from,
change in academic learning due to the prevailing situation, impact of
globalisation on higher education policy. Validity of certain aspects of our Constitutional laws and procedures, ideal term for
elections, best changes that can be proposed in to constitution given an opportunity so on.
We had a deep learning through answers like- There is a valid purpose of studying in depth of history and civics at school level
to face certain challenges in life, there is a system that is set up across the world to make decisions wisely, hence 18years is the
right age to vote. The Supreme Court of India is the custodian of our fundamental rights. Other learning’s include-It is not the
type of government that makes us execute effectively rather the people and policies,etc. Is Democratic Govt right choice was
answered with an assertive tone conﬁrming that 25 richest countries follow democracy successfully and for a highly
populous country like ours it’s the most ideal form of Government!
Digital Literacy, Competency building skills in schools, NEP were also part of the discussion, different policies of the
Government in the light of constitutional provisions.
Panellists Shri KP Vijay Kumar, an advocate by profession; Mr. Senthil Kumar, from the Public Affairs Section of the U.S.
Consulate General Hyderabad and Mr.Sunil Kumar, academician and director of UNICENT School, Kompally
congratulated students for initiating such a discussion at a young age and Mrs. Ramadevi, Principal of the school said that it
would be a lifetime memory and paves the way to become achievers, tycoons and good human beings for the kids as they
nurture their thinking and interpretation skills further in the right direction.
- Sahilyan, Grade VII.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY OF LEARNING LIVE FROM
GREAT THINKERS AND ACHEIVERS
HEARTFULNESS
“THOUGHT POLLUTION - ROOT CAUSE OF ALL EVILS”
In the context of All India Essay Event Launch 2020 by our Vice-President Shri M.Venkaiah Naidu and Global Guide of
Heartfulness Institute Shri Kamlesh D. Patel (Dadaji), UNICENT School Kompally has invited Smt.V.Madhumathi,
meditation trainer of the institute to speak on the same how can we aspire to excel without polluting ourselves.She emphasized
on how this stage of student life has parlance in today’s world where students are in incubation period protected by parents,
nurtured by the teachers in known world with everything around us. Once they come out of this version, delivering into the real
world depends on the choices that they make. They should put efforts, have their own wishes, hopes, ambitions and aspirations
in the line of success. To work towards the aspiration, they should be self-reliant, be able to make their own choices, and this is
possible only when they have a connection with themselves.
The shift of values and morals at physical and mental level in pre pandemic and post pandemic have changed considerably in
terms of dimension. We are all connected and separated with our thoughts and thinking. There are certain societal values that
are for our safety. Also, certain moral ﬁbre that is going to make and determine us for the larger good is one’s aspiration. What
should we all aspire to be?
Heartfulness meditation helps immensely in life at every stage where one has to make choices. Giving time to absorb the
meaning of it, she conducted a small meditation session. Students responded that they were relaxed, calm and felt no stress.
It is a long path, the personality building of oneself is equally important and all these are going to determine where one has to
land up in the ﬁnal version of oneself.
Mr. Karan Veer Singh, founder of Youth Aaj Kal organization whose objective is to make a difference in the lives of young
minds to hone their skills, build their virtues, project their talent and create opportunities for themselves in many industries and
creative ﬁelds through webinars. He started with an activity of reprogramming our minds by a quick action of changing number
one to two and two to one and other numbers two. Then he explained about the air locks in the mind which are stress, anxiety,
fear and negativity. He shared a few secrets to improve memory and focus, like : 1.Set up your goals ,2.Plan it up 3.Have a
good study space 4. Do not use mobiles while studying 5.Take regular breaks, such tips would deﬁnitely help the students to
achieve everything what they want and also to impetus their memory and focus.Lastly, he suggested to practice positive
afﬁrmations for a span of 21 days so that it goes to our subconscious mind and keeps us relaxed and optimistic. The overall
session was enjoyable, engaging, encouraging too! We thank Unicent School for giving us such a great webinar where all of us
learnt a lot.
- Sanchali - Grade X

The ‘Question Hour’ with the FRONTLINE WARRIORS
"The best way to ﬁnd yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others”
It's very true and in the present pandemic situation, doctors stood as the front line
warriors rendering their selﬂess service at the best possible. Unicentians were glad to
have a wonderful interaction with a team of panellists consisting 5 young and
enthusiastic doctors with the following designations:
Dr Pragna Sagar- MD RADIOTHERAPY,Dr Harish- MD ANESTHESIA,Dr
Nikhila - MD Radiodiagnosis, Dr Raghu - MD. General Medicine (pursuing), Dr
Akshita - MD. General Medicine [pursuing].
The discussion brought into limelight many facts about Covid 19 and the experiences of the panelists which paved a path for
the experiential quest driven inside. It also further assisted with the information about career as a doctor, where the panellists
expressed their joy and satisfaction of rendering service and also motivated the children for their dream career. Our Unicentians
were quite choosy and sensible in asking the questions which shows their responsible way of thinking for the society and the
quest for real knowledge. The session was a great learning not only in terms of the subject topic, but enhanced our awareness
towards the COVID, and also was a kind of Career Talk for the Unicentians. Khudos to the Great humble profession of
Doctors!
- Recorded by: Mrs.Neeraja

PARENTS VIEW
A. POSITIVE IMPACT OF LOCKDOWN ON MY PARENTING STYLE :
1. I believe the nature of the children to develop their internal talents is the best part of parenting. Lockdown helped my child
develop a positive relationship with family members Spending time together has deﬁnitely improved my child’s attitude
letting her learn new things in positive surroundings
- Sowmya Sree P/o: Abhiram Keerthy (Nursery)
2. My family became more closely knit and children are enjoying these moments. Children are happier and conﬁdent.Because
of the online classes we got to know our child's behaviour in class environment.-Sravya Reddy P/O : Roshan Reddy Kancharla
3. To be positive towards the situation, I took this period as an epiphany and tried to become not perfect but a good parent and
enjoy my parenthood. What are you thinking parents??? We parents were becoming so technical and ofﬁcial with our children
that we don’t even remember what we cooked for them while going to ofﬁce. This era taught us what care our kids have
been missing from us.
- Syeda Farheen P/O Mehvish Jabbar
4. The covid19 -Lockdown times completely changed our way of life, we have been spending more time with our children to
educate about eating habits, how to move in society, hygiene, fun activities, travelling, and more. I emphasized the importance
of adequate sleep as well to our kid.
-Ukg-B V.Ridhansh V.Venu Gopal
5. It has a great positive impact on our lives and bonding with our daughter Zaynah. We relived our childhood through her once
more during this period. Involving her in small household chores has inculcated a sense of responsibility in her. She willingly
wants to help me now and tell that she is sharing my work.
-UKG-C Zaynah Ansari Tasneem Ansari
6. During this lockdown I learned lot of things about my child’s emotions and I am changing my approach of handling her. I
understood the importance of immunity and self dependence and trying to inculcate the same in my child.
-Ayaan Gupta (Ravindra Gupta father )- Grade-I
7. Working and Playing board games, baking ,walking and cycling , watching TV all these activities together are provided us a
bonding time. Earlier my son used to write or play something for himself for most of the time But now he is showing interest
in all the activities and is excited in everything he does.
-K.Usha (M/o K. Aadvik Varma) Grade-1 A
8. We are able to spend more time with our child and contribute towards her Personality development and communication skills.
-K.Mamatha Reddy (M/o K.Hasika Reddy)
9. As a mother of 6 year old I have allowed her to use this time to explore and learn new things, devote myself to understand the
likes, dislikes , interests of her. Then there were things we did together for fun like cooking, gardening. I got the opportunity
to teach her social responsibility too!
- Sravanthi .T (M/o Rashmi. T) Grade IB
10. In the context of Covid-19 pandemic despite the challenges, Now I have ample time to play, dance and enjoy, spending quality
time with children, being positive with them and appreciating them for good things that they can do. I’ve also realized that I
need to upgrade myself, if I have to understand their world. -Mrs. Ashrafn Alwani, M/o Rehan Raﬁque Alwani Grade IIIC
11. From the beginning of the lockdown, although the whole world is facing its consequences, for me it was other way round.
I am very happy to have engaged my kids in a constructive way. My kids were engaged in many online activities and
competitions nearly 10-15 and they were so happy that they were the ﬁnalists too.
Now they have enough time to learn stothrams and shlokas. We are engaged with our sons in our terrace gardening also. They
understood the value of growing healthy, organic fruits and vegetables. We also started a YouTube channel called "Ananda
Srikaram" where I upload their skits on moral stories like Teachers’ day, Gandhi Jayanthi etc
- Mrs. S. Mano Ranjani, M/o S. Ananda Sai Rama Siddartha Grade VII and S.Neehal Srikar Grade III.
12. Covid19 Pandemic has taken away many from us. This pandemic headed to Health & Financial crisis and lot many more like
never before! However, it reiterated on many vital life lessons which I have explained to my kids. “Equality & Focus”.
Hence I taught my kids how to be humanitarians. Second key word is “Focus” on Environmental protection & Self hygiene.
Let us be mindful of our Environment and it will be kind to us.
-Parents of Karthikeya Varma Chiluvuri, Grade V. (Suryanarayanaraju Chiluvuri)
13. The kids started enjoying co-curricular activities like ppts (PowerPoint presentation)where after doing the ppt s....they explain
and present it in their class which enhances their presentation skills which is useful further, even the ISA (international school
award)where the students can learn a lot about many things not only about India but also about other countries... The teachers
are also making sure that kids do eye exercises during the class to reduce the stress. It is really commendable.
-V. Devi M/o. Mahitha Grade - VIII A
14. I have more time to spend with them. It’s not just parenting I have to juggle the roles of teacher, guide, counsellor, friend,
parent plus house work. So the best way I found was to involve my kids in my household chores. We have more time to do
fun stuff together like playing board games, cook meals,do art and craft and much more. -Angeli Singh, M/o Urja Singh Grade-IXB
15. My children started helping me after their studies. Children started showing their interest in watching NEWS. One good habit
that I have observed in my children is a good sanitation, which is the most important thing.
- Kiran Kharkar M/o Bhushan Kharkar Grade-X
16. During this period, I noticed my child’s strengths and weaknesses. I My children learnt many slokas with their father. They
realized the efforts we put in and have started helping us. In their free time they helped me to cook and also cleaned the house
when needed. I has noticed their hidden talent and I’m making sure that they improve those skills. Teenage kids usually invest
most of their time playing online games. This is how we spent our lockdown thus we got to know our kids even better.
- Madhavi Latha M/o Shritha Grade-X
17. Due to this lockdown I could spend more time and interact with children and can know about their daily activities. I taught
them cooking when they are bored, discussed stories with moral and ethics. They are also helping me in doing household
chores. I knew more about their interest and disinterests.
- Madhavi M/o Manaswini Grade-X

PARENTS VIEW
B. LEARNING TIMES ARE ALSO BONDING TIMES
1. We as parents are really enjoying taking responsibility of our child to meet all the expectations of her teacher. The
teachers have left no stone unturned in order to teach our naughty ones. We are very happy to share a wonderful time with
our children and a heartfelt thanks to all the teachers for their incredible efforts during these challenging times.
-Nursery Mahanya Varma Satya Sagari
2. As a parent, I learnt to be more responsible to my kid in this new era of online classes and lockdown. I spent more time
with her by involving in pretend play and teach her what's taught in classes while playing or when we go for a walk. This
has improved my bonding with her and avoided over scheduling her with just the learning activities. She learns
everything with ease at her own pace.
-LKG Samudhra Maha Lakshmi
3. Online classes has opened window of opportunities for parents to bond with kids. Attending each class with kids helps us
as parents, to understand how the kid is reciprocating to the teachings and bond with the kid from a very minute level.
Participating with kids in extracurricular activities is fun .It contributes a lot in developing good parent and kid bonding
while learning. she discusses the stories and examples given by teachers with us. We as parents really enjoy these talks.
-UKG-A, Ishaanvi Narukula, N. Rajendar
4. Being a busy Clinical Research Professional, For the ﬁrst time in ﬁve and half years since his birth, I am not only
spending round the clock time with him but also indulge in a number of activities like exercising together in morning
hours, sharing screen time watching his favorite cartoon shows, playing board games, venturing out to the kitchen to
experiment and try something new especially his favorite chicken curry and many more. Power point presentations,
animation videos and other new age technology not only make the learning fun but also help the information to retain
faster and for a longer period of time. Getting ready with him for the online session, keeping the study materials and task
handy, hustling and bustling with him during the online session is a trip down the memory lane into my old childhood
days, which again furthered our bonding.
-UKG-C Vivaan Verma Kumar Abhishek
5. Children are spending quality time with their father, mother and siblings. And also taking care of their younger siblings
and helping elders. We have also observed that children have become more responsible nowadays which has resulted in
them helping out in the daily activities of the house, for example, watering the plants, cleaning the house and generally
being helpful. It taught them very essential life lessons like building bonds, helping in understanding each other and the
way ahead in life.
-Mr. Imtiaz Khan, Azra’s grandfather from Grade III C
6. I’m the proud mother of two beautiful children. Like it happens in most of the families my children were always busy
with studies extracurricular activities etc, no time to talk to parents. However lockdown brought many changes. It lead us
strengthen our bond. Online classes!! Totally a new concept for me, and for my son!! We faced difﬁculty initially but
then gradually we got used. I have been introduced to his teachers, friends and to his subjects honestly!! We are working
together, learning new things which are taught online from school together. I developed a bond with him now.
-Gayatri Nayak M/o Nishant Sai Nayak Grade - IIB
7. All the meals - breakfast, lunch, dinner taken at table with the loved ones, taught kids the actual ways and combinations
of eating. The traditional healthy snacks were made at home, which helped the elderly to recollect the same and shared
with our children. The story time with their grandparents, indoor games, house hold cleanings, minor repairs with
grandpa, uncles, everything was just exciting and joyful during this period.
-Shilpa Balchander Sodagam M/o Advaitha Sodagam Grade IIB
8. My 6years old kid who is studying Class 2 couldn’t make out what was lock down has exposed his innermost qualities
like painting and teaching; Yes teaching! I could see his passion in drawing pictures. He never found time to demonstrate
these skills while he was going to school. He is also passionate of teaching what he has learnt in the class now as he has
been teaching his 4 year old sister once his online classes are over. My kid has now mastered the skill of browsing,
surﬁng internet, log in and log out of virtual classes during these times. Truly learning times have become bonding times.
-V. Chandra Sekhar Patnaik (V. Yashaswin Patnaik) Grade IIB
9. We as parents are very happy to see that our little Purvi has quickly improved her adaptability during these uncertain
times. She has now become more composed than before. She helps in household works. She is learning to do many
things such as packing her things including her laptop whenever we go out for more than a day. She is trying to make
cleanliness as her priority. She is enjoying her family time and also online classes time.
-Mrs. D Sharmila Devi, M/o D. Purvi Grade III C
10. Bonding is an attachment. This bonding can be between a teacher and a student or between classmates or bonding with
parents. This bonding is often enhanced during learning. Providing essential guidance through studying and assisting
with homework had a positive inﬂuence which in turn leads to an emotional wellbeing.
-Mrs. Tinly Roy, M/o Soumya Rudra Roy Grade VI A

PARENTS VIEW
11. “FAMILY IS A GIFT WHICH LASTS FOREVER”
As we see, teens are much engaged with their gadgets and friends, while parents are busy with work and they don’t get
time to interact and spend some quality time together. This lockdown helped us strengthen the bond between parents and
kids. Other than learning many other ways have made our families to come closer like family mealtime, dinner table
conversations, playing board games, etc.
-Kapila Jain M/o Ashitha Jain Grade-IXA
C. UNIQUE OBSERVATION DURING THIS PANDEMIC ABOUT MY CHILD
1. As we both being working parents, this the best time she got to spend with her family and could help her to develop
closer relationships and being aware of the impact of the pandemic could also help her to develop more humanity and
empathy, as she realize the value of human life. This also helps her further to be more independent in learning and
operating digital activities.
-Nursery Riyanshi Malleshwari
2. During this pandemic, I understood that my child is growing up self reliant. My husband was tested corona positive in
July and had to quarantine and I had also self- isolated myself from the kids. This was indeed a testing time for all of us at
home. I am very proud of my children who were completely new to the system of online education but they had managed
independently with minimal support! They had also learnt to do household chores during this time just to make things
easier for all of us. This is a productive thing which I feel would help in becoming better human beings.
-LKG Anupama. K.Menon Diah Roshin
3. I am the parent of Sarmishta goud of UKG. I am thankful to teachers and school management for making my child sharp
and active. She started having much interest in drawing and story telling. And she started improving her communication
skills.
- UKG-A Sarmista Goud Sandhya Rani
4. During this lockdown period and schooling time I have observed about my child K .Varun (UKG) are that he does the
things in a manner his class teacher explains him and moreover he’s talking about Astronauts and watches different types
of Rocket launching. Moreover he has developed his skills in painting also.
-UKG-B K.Varun K. Sagar
5. Now in this pandemic as we all are at home, I could observe and understand that my kid has developed love for singing.
May it be any language Hindi, English or Telugu, she has learnt many shlokas and songs within few months. I could also
understand that her memory skills are good, once learnt or understood she remembers it for long period. These skills will
of course help me make good decisions regarding her studies and extra- curricular activities in future.
-UKG-C Anaisha Sujata,Shashi Ranjan Kumar
7. My kid is 6 year old and he is spending time to learn both academic and skilful things which I have observed in my child,
that he had understood the value of neatness and keeping himself hygienic and clean. He started doing variety of
activities like recording non-curriculum books and doing different experiment related to science which will enhance his
knowledge in a constructive way. He has become more independent related to digital skills and started exploring new
things as well.
-Lopamutra Mohanty F/o Prateet Das -Grade IB
8. This is the best time for my child to understand the basic concepts of using technology, skill based developing online
courses other than online school courses. Exploring technology helped my child to explore new platforms other than
games and started learning beyond them along with the school courses which might help him to build his bright future.
-Tillu
9. Apart from academics, we both did many activities like culinary, drawing and played all my childhood games. Due to the
Lockdown we learned few things which we regularly ignore in our daily lives…like missed calls in our mobile, leftover
food, and not thinking about what we want from life? I specially observed Rushil’s positive reaction from which I
understood his thinking levels…and felt happy. One interesting thing is Rushil taught his father how to be active in
social media.
Special Thanks to all the teachers.

-Haritha Rao M/o Rushil Grade-IXB

EMULATING WRITERS
BENEﬁTS OF “ONLINE EDUCATION”
Referring to the current scenario of COVID-19, no one would have foreseen that online learning could
play an important role in imparting knowledge digitally to the school students when it’s uncertain
regarding schools to reopen. While online learning has come to rescue students in completing their
syllabus irrespective of the nationwide lockdown owing to the pandemic. We all have started studying
online due to the coronavirus pandemic. Many schools and colleges have started online education. There
are many debates on whether or not this is a good thing but as being a student myself I think online
education is a wonderful opportunity for all of the students like me, being safe at home.
Apoorva Singh Let me give you some most important reasons why……
Grade-VB,
1. Study from anywhere, at any time -And yes this even means from a village also wherever you are.
Unicent School
2. Review lectures instantly-That is you can take screen short & install videos & watch.
Kompally
3. Less intimidating -and more fun
4. More time to think before sharing-as long as the due dates are turned in, we can think & answer.
5. Focus on ideas -we can focus on more ideas.
6. Diversity-we become more diverse & get to know worldwide.
7. Improves Self Discipline-yes and there are almost no exceptions. You learn maintaining selfdiscipline.
8. Convenience-really convenient regarding time ﬂexibility.
9. Safe and Securely at home-safe at home it COVID 19 epidemics.
10. Get lot of study materials for deep drive-thanks to internet
IS ONLINE CLASS OR TEACHING IN CLASS IS BETTER
“The beautiful thing about learning is that nobody can take it away from you.”
In life one's personality plays a vital role in a decision that an individual makes. Life is a journey and in this journey there will be
obstacles, motivators, complexities and excitement. A lot of our learning occurs randomly throughout life, from our experiences,
gaining information and from perceptions.
Online learning is as good or even better than in-person classroom learning. Research has shown that students in online learning
performed better than those receiving face-to-face instruction, but it has to be done right. Teachers in our school use leverage
technology features like the online chat, discussion forums, replayable video lessons, online meetings & assessments etc., that
provide tremendous opportunities to make us more engaged compared to time-strapped classrooms where students hide and few
hands shoot up. Our School also trains us to learn about how things around us are changing and how we need to equip ourselves
to meet these changes.
I feel that both the online classes and learning at school are important as a process in the learning as it enables us to learn in
either of the ways to be inhabited for the future. If such situations arise again in future, it would deﬁnitely make it easy for us to
get adjusted and not being interrupted in the learning process. As both of them make the learners successful to become something
at a different level to show themselves in front of others with their skills. Also, in both the processes students get to learn by their
teachers only and we need to be grateful to them. I feel proud and happy to experience the virtual classes and real classes at school.
-Anushka Jain Grade VI B
"Is online class or teaching in school better"
Everyone is annoyed with this covid-19. This situation has turned everything online and even our classes too have become online!
It’s really unexciting sometimes to attend classes online. We miss our real school, teachers, friends and the playground.We always
had enough time to completed our homework’s and our class works even after all the fun in school. We enjoyed our ﬁeld trips,our
free periods and all our activity periods in our schools. When teachers are not in classroom, we would love chatting with friends.
We miss all this fun in online classes. In my life, this is the only year, I have used the gadgets more. As of my opinion going to
school and learning is better than online classes at our homes. I love going to school!
-Nidhi Bisht Grade VIB
Learning by Doing’ is never boring!
"
I felt very happy when I started to make the project on pullback car using materials like matchbox, card board, thread, stick, cello
tape and bottle caps. I named it push or pull car because when I moved it backwards, it moved forwards and when I moved it
forward, it moved backwards. I felt very happy because I made a toy for myself and the other reason is that I have a car like this,
but I didn’t know how it worked or how it moved. When I made this push or pull car, I came to know how it worked with
third-class lever. This activity made me realise about force. I really enjoyed such creative works. We love our teachers involving
us in such mind boggling activities thus making our Schooling more enjoyable and inspiring too !
-Karthikeya Verma, Grade VA
Indian Culture is the very Pride of Civilizations
Indian culture is one of the most ancient cultures of the world. The teachings of Lord Buddha, Shri Mahavira and Lord Krishna
are alive even today and are source of great implications and inspiration. The values of spirituality, praying nature, faith in karma
and reincarnation, non-violence, truth, Chastity, Non- Acquisitiveness, etc. inspire people of this nation, today also.
An important characteristic of Indian culture is tolerance. In India, tolerance and liberalism are found in all religions, castes,
communities, etc. Many foreign cultures invaded India and Indian society gave every culture the opportunity of prospering.Indian
society accepted and respected Huna, Shithiyan, Muslim, Christian, Sikh, Jain, Buddhist cultures. Indian ethnic culture teaches
people to care for others, help the needy and respect elders. The traditional approach of India to greet anybody, by saying
‘Namaste’and touching the elder’s feet is a laudable and sensible practice of courtesy which is being highly applauded by many
Nations, especially in this Pandemic Era. Indian Scriptures have a treasure of knowledge, which is always a subject of study even
in certain Universities abroad.
Hence, as we develop and nurture ourselves as Global citizens, we must make sure we take with us the at least a few motifs
of this treasure of knowledge an wisdom and work towards keeping up its Pride!
V. Mahita Sri Grade VIII A

EMULATING WRITERS
Holidays
Early in the morning the sun rises in the east,
Lazy from Beds, we wake up for a feast,
As the day grows older, we help mother in some works,
While, by dusk, we ensure that we do our home works,
We dance, we play and we enjoy the Nature,
Aspiring to be great personalities of future
Discoveries and inventions in the past,
Experiments and Explorations to be fast,
All become part of our learning and thinking
Marching towards life with a lot of Calling
Enjoying the sweet meats from our Mom,
Enriching our childhood with a lot of fun
Engulﬁng the essence of the Life lessons from our Dad
Embracing the peace of prayers,
Here we grow up, seeking the almighty to be always
protective for us!
-N. Nikitha, Grade VIII B

Learning online from aboard
Learning from abroad through online classes is a
great experience. I have been attending online
classes from Kenya. It has been great for a month
in the Unicent school, in Kompally Hyderabad,
though I experience some up and downs due to
technical issues, my learning has been a smooth
sail, much soothing than I feared. The teachers
have always tried to comfort me and that is a great
thing. The classmates and my friends are very
helpful, kind and honest. The thing which I liked
the most is- teachers are always there to clarify my
doubts and are always smiling and supportive that
also encourage me to do my work very cheerfully
and with happiness. All the subjects are taught with
passion and with happiness in the school. I
appreciate the initiative taken by the teachers to
teach me and I like the way they teach; I
understand very well. I am very glad that I have
joined this school and I have been allowed to show
myself. It has been a great experience in Unicent
school. My parents also think this is a great school
and they are proud that I am coping well. I am very
glad to be part of Unicent!
- Aditi Grade-IXA

BEING SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE IS MUST FOR THE HAPPY LIVING
We, the Indians have defeated many such pandemics and why not this pandemic? The only things we need to do is, stay at home
and create awareness among the people so that whole world will surely win this ﬁght against pandemic. We must not think about
the people’s religion, caste, and colour or from where they belong to. This is ﬁght is only to save humanity and nothing matters
here. Humanity can win only if we are socially responsible. This is for our happy living.
I would like to say that, be a kind and responsible citizen because humanity is falling down! Give a hand to humanity to let it
stand up and breathe the fragrance of peace and happy living!!
“The real power of interactive technologies…… that they let us learn in ways that aren’t otherwise possible or practical.”
- David Lassner
Online courses increased the access of education and bridged the gap of quality levels among countries. Now, anyone can do
any course from any college around the world. With the availability of vast knowledge in the internet, students are clarifying
their doubts and can increasing their scope of learning. Those traditional classrooms are replaced by the interesting video
lessons with the help of technology.
Teachers around the world are now collaborating and learning the best methods of education from one another. Present
Generation students have a lot of things to do, and many ways to learn. But this can create unnecessary pressure, confusion and
stress in them. We are now witnessing mental health problems in students too. People are now relying on the ready available
information, instead of referring to the standard books written by experts.
Traditional method of teaching imparts discipline in students. With increasing virtual communication, some students are
developing social phobia.
I conclude by saying that Technology has revolutionized education. It has improved the access and efﬁciency of learning. But
still India has a long way to go to increase its literacy levels and to spread the beneﬁts of technology.
-Adhyayan Bapna Grade IXA
UNFORGETTABLE LESSONS FROM TRAUMA OF COVID 19
A balance between individual rights and public safety is an ever changing thing. General hygiene is always important. During
this pandemic time many people learned that their jobs were possible to do from home. If this scary time has taught us anything,
it’s that doctors and researchers will be the ones who get us out of this mess. They are the ones working day and night to drive the
recovery of the world. At the moment, hundreds of scientists scramble to ﬁnd a corona virus treatment. We need to re-evaluate
how much money movie actors, pro-athletes and politicians make and instead pay scientist and doctors the salary they deserve.
Many of us learnt these lessons but there are still few who don’t follow the lockdown which very important to stop the spreading
of corona virus.
-Ritin Ravoori Grade IXB

EMULATING WRITERS
Education is light………..
Education is light,
When focussed it glows so bright
It sets a direction in our career, if we consider it right,
Else, we go by the pace of the Life’s Plight
Chalks, blackboard, pens and papers
Things I am familiar as a learner
Teacher, books, tests and homework
I say learning is fun but why can't I ponder
Today there's a sudden change in the educations ray
Videos pictures Slideshow and audios
Talks and Discussions have paved their way
This is the way they impart knowledge
Making students understand its usage
Technology is now in education
Using them rightly matters for our Destination,
As we are heading towards a digital world
Lets’ not consider School a mere dream world
Thinking skills are very much essential
To grow with Knowledge and Wisdom that is perpetual
Learning now is getting more fun, easy and memorable
The process when involved makes it cherish able
- Sanchali Grade-X

Learning online from aboard
Technology changing the face of education
Yet also making us slow and
Incapable of thinking
Easy to look for information using only the
Magic of our ﬁngertips
But sitting around makes our belly rounder
And limits our outdoor trips
Technology is great, using different portals
We have access to variety and vast information
So say ‘au revoir (bye) to the yesteryear
Libraries where old books are stacked up
Since generations
Studying has never been so easy
E-books available in seconds by pressing
A few keys
The world has shrunk, snail letters
Took months to reach but now zoom,
Whatsapp, Skype help us to do online classes With
ease. So technology changing the face of
Education has a lot to impact,
As long as providers Airtel,
Jio , Fibernet , provide us with
Speedy internet!
- Dev Verma Garde-IX

A Session with Karan Veer Singh
The webinar session held on 13.06.2020, Saturday was very informative for the students of grade IX and X. It was based on
how to train our brain, to know the potentials of our mind, to bring positive thoughts and to choose a good way in our life. The
person who organized the session was Karan Veer Singh Sir. He gave us many tips to know about our potentials. The main one
is to remove air locks from our mind. The session was very interactive with all the students answering sir’s questions.
The air locks in our mind are:1. Exam stress, 2. Stage fear, 3. Performance pressure, 4. Low conﬁdence, 5. Negative thinking.
“We have to improvise Our Brain”, I got motivated by this sentence from the session because our brain is an organ which stores
many things. If we build our own brain then it would be easy for us to see or ﬁnd our potentials. He also explained us about
positive afﬁrmations to overcome the airlocks in our brain.
We also have learned a new exercise that helps us “stay positive”. We need to follow that regularly up to 21 days to bring
positiveness in our selves and relieve us from the air locks. The sentence is “I am happy. My memory is sharp. My future is
bright.” Repeat this statement for 2mins and until 21 days.
He has also explained us about the secrets which need to be followed in our life and they are: Set our goals, set our Routine,
have a Study Space, switch off our Phone, Take Regular Study Breaks. The webinar session was fun, useful, informative,
interactive, positive and joyful.
B. Gayatri Grade IXA

ACHIEVEMENTS ROUND THE YEAR
“Against all odds” is a perfect phrase to describe the terriﬁc year 2020.
However, our students left no stone unturned to make the year successful by participating in as many programmes and
events as possible. In the course of time, our students have participated online and won competitions conducted by various
other schools and organizations.
Here is the list of students winning the competitions for the academic year 2020-21
1. Saahilyan Mahanraj of grade 7 secured 2nd place in UDBHAV in the category of western
dance held at Delhi public school.
2. Sri Poooja of grade 8 brought laurels by securing 3rd place at Pallavi Model Elocution
competition.
3. Sreeja Krishnan of grade 5 secured 3rd place in the ‘Just a Minute’ competition conducted
at Literary Fest.
4. Kamakshi Jaiswal of grade 5 participated in Meridian school’s Melange competition in the
category Western Dance and secured 3rd place. Also she won 2nd position at SVIS’s
Transcend Talento pot painting competition.
5. Sri lakshmi Hasini of grade 6 participating in various events and winning 2nd position at
DPS Udbhav- in the category product selling, Meridian Melange – Classical dance and All
India social distancing online national dance contest-2020 in the category Kuchipudi dance
has brought laurels to school.
6. Manu Koushik of grade 5 too has won the judges heart and secured 2nd position at the
DPS’s Udbhav competition in the category Product selling – English
7. Pranav Kumar Reddy won certiﬁcate of excellence at Lido for being in the top 10% of Lido
Coding Trial class students.
8. Joshitha of grade 9 secured 2nd place at Pallavi Model’s E- Extempore- Telugu.
9. Sanchali of grade 10 participated at Army Public School’s Hireesha. She showcased her
talent as a Radio- Jockey and impressed the judges to win 3rd position.
10. Ananda Sai Siddhartha, the Michelangelo of our school is consistently improving in his art
and has rightly won laurels. He secured more than 10 certiﬁcates of excellence for his work in art.

11. Rohitha Verma and Lohi Aishwarya both belonging to grade 8 have secured 2nd and
1st ranks respectively at state level in the innoventure 2020.
12. Mahitha Sri Vulli of grade 8 won the Merit certiﬁcate for her excellent performance at 4th
international online competition in mathematics by BRicmath. Aryan Bharadwaj from grade 6
secured a certiﬁcate of Merit for successful completion of CBSE class 6 Mathematics Integers
online test.
13. Akshaya from grade 8 won the 2nd place in Extempore at DPS and secured 1st position at
Meridian’s Melange for Patachitr – a drawing competition. Apart from these she has also won
various other drawing competitions.
14. Aadhya Deshoji of grade 6 secured a certiﬁcate for successfully clearing the Value
Education Contest conducted by ISKCON.
15. Tejith of grade 4 participated in International Aptitude test conducted by ‘The Ultimate
Knowledge’ organization and secured 2nd place
16. Shalini jaya shree of grade 2 has stood the Gold topper in the 6th international Abacus
competition conducted by Brainobrainfest.
17. Utkarsh Karnam of grade 5 scored 40/40 in level 2 of NSO 2020. His international rank is
21 and Zonal rank is 4. He is awarded cash prize INR 1000, a Zonal Bronze Medal and a
certiﬁcate of ZONAL EXCELLENCE.
18. Somu Neehal Srikar of grade 3 won as 'Junior Journalist' from Kidz Byte and
Durgasuktham, securing second prize in a speech competition on Jawaharlal Nehru.
19. Along with external competitions we have been encouraging our children to take part in SOF ,
Innoventure & The Hindu’s step to enrich & enhance their creative idea's . Our grade 2 children have
already achieved 7 international medals with 2nd rank in the academic year 2019-20
20. In 2020-21’s Innoventure, the plat form for innovative ideas of children, more than 50% of registered
students have been selected for round 2.
21. Round 2 of INNOVENTURE a telephonic conversation which tests in Decision making , Problem
solving and Reasoning Abilities, and Imagination and Idea generation, our grade 5 students Apoorva
singh secured 4th rank at National and 1st at State level ; Sreeja Krishnan secured 7th rank at National
level & 2nd rank at State level, with their spellbinding skills. They entered into Final(round 3)of Ideation
& Entrepreneurship challenge for children (9 -14yrs) leading the school to ‘National Semi Finalist
School’ in Prestigious Innoventure competition .
22. 17 students have participated in SOF (Science & English Olympiad) and received certiﬁcates!!
23. Anand has got a special recognition for being part of the largest number of people (99325) singing
Indian National Anthem -Jana gana mana simultaneously from different locations. He entered into
Indian book of records.

We congratulate all the winners and wish them all the best in their future endeavors!!

Understanding the Human Capital - A Career Guidance

ISA ( International School Award ) a programme structured by British Council is a well designed authority for preparing the
students with global perspective. This year the project for class IX included Social Science, Science and English as its main
core subjects. We selected a topic called “Understanding the Human Capital”
The project was planned for the months of October and November of 2020. It was so designed that students can explore and
understand the adaptability of various professions across the globe.
The project incorporated various activities like ‘Collaborative Activity with Kuwait school’ in which the children communicated
with students from another country, Kuwait, and also learnt about the importance of Human Capital and the capabilities of the
future. This also promoted diversity among the students and urged them to use and develop their soft skills. The students were
also able to convey how different professions were intertwined with various subjects for holistic perspective. in their 'Assembly
Presentation.' This helped the children in being a participating citizen in the society as they contributed their views about distinct
professions. The children were able to understand the value and signiﬁcance of the diverse careers across the globe with the
support of different personalities answering their questions on their respective professions and understand that they are very
important and contribute to the raise of a country’s GDP and as students they have the responsibility to increase GDP even
higher through education. By educating themselves, they will be able to help the people and the country.
Preceding this, the students were ﬁrst tasked to Survey about the literacy rate and health infrastructure of different countries.
They presented this data in the form of graphs. The students conducted a thorough ‘Research on GDP’ of different countries for
international dimension and also for UNDERSTANDING HUMAN CAPITAL. Working can be very tough, the students learned.
But it can also be fun when you love what you do and have something that can make you love what you do. This was shown
through ‘Humorous Songs on Job Life.’ With ‘ICT in IT ﬁeld’ the students were able to learn how it can improve the quality of
human life because it can be used as a learning tool and education medium, in campaigning practical and important issues, such
as the health and social area.
‘Model Making’ and ‘Interview’ went hand in hand for the students. The students created various models, with physics as the
main subject, centering around how to solve problems related to the jobs chosen for the interview, which were Pilot, Engineer,
Doctor, Station Master and Banker. They made connections on how they can provide a solution for these conﬂicts. The Interview
helped the students develop their soft skills, communication skills and their analytical skills on how subjects crossed with the
professions. With these done, the students had a boost in both their understanding of the activities and how they perceive them.
This made them realise how much of a valuable role they play in society as students.
- G.Srisarada, Teacher, Social Science

ASSEMBLIES & PANEL DISCUSSION
INVESTITURE CEREMONY
“Great leaders don’t set out to be a leader. They set out to make a difference. It’s never about the role- always about GOAL”
Potential Leaders of tomorrow are groomed , developed and raised in the miniature world of an educational institution through
diverse portfolis that are offered to mark a difference. With this objective, Unicent School hosted its very virtual Investiture
Ceremony recently. It was organized with all its grandeur. The elected members were brimming with conﬁdence to shoulder the
assigned duties. The principal, Ms. Rama Devi blessed and congratulated the elected Student Council and stressed on the
signiﬁcance of setting priorities and the need to be great communicators. It instilled a belief in everyone present in the ceremony in
all that needs to be done, especially in the elected student council members.
The video of the ceremony was released on stream, the ﬁrst ever Virtual Investiture Ceremony was yet another milestone reached
in the journey of distance learning!
The cultural program me witnessed a video of the spellbinding classical dance, by talented young dancer, depicting the power of
knowledge. The Leadership Team invested the ofﬁce bearers and administered the oath. The portfolios of the elected student
leaders were displayed along with their photographs. It was a proud moment for all the parents to witness their children being
invested as they embarked on a new journey as leaders.
The students were escorted by the CCA team.
It was totally different from any conventional event as safety of every individual was of utmost importance. The event was joined
by students, parents, and teachers.
- Mrs. Anita (ICCA Incharge)

TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS
“Teachers are the incredible creatures on the world”.
On 5thSeptember, we Unicentians celebrated Teachers day virtually. Teachers have been considered the cream of society, the
reason being that they help us to become good citizens. Known to be the architects of the nation, they provide the mould in which
the nation’s character is cast through online education. We know it has been challenging for each one of us, but teachers have been
our lockdown mentors. They have supported us throughout and helped us cope with online classes and tests. Teachers have not
only taught us the new way to learn but have also motivated us during the lockdown.
In the wake of coronavirus pandemic, on Teachers Day, As it is not possible in online classes, to thank our teachers, we the students
of grade 10th organised the teacher’s day program virtually. We divided the work individually and started preparing for the
program from one week. We shared our ideas with our class teachers. We grouped all our ideas and made videos on teachers and
our memories with them, sang a song and even planned stand comedy on online classes. As we planned the program virtually, we
had rehearsal the program for three times, so that the program will be implemented in good way.
The programme started with sloka and continued with prayer. Then, we took pledge. Teachers' Day is celebrated to honour the
memory of India's ﬁrst Vice President Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan and to commemorate the importance of teachers in our lives.
There was a Speech and PPT given on Shri. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan.
Then, we presented the gift which was for our principal Mrs.Ramadevi Ma’am. We made a short biography video of our dearest
principal’s achievements, We are really glad to be the students of such a great principal. Then, there was a heart whelming song
dedicated for all the teachers. Then, there was short movie of the teachers and their place in our heart. It continued with poem
recitation and standup comedy. Then, a video was presented showing all sweet memories of the teachers with each other and the
students. Though we were not able to make much memories which we would have done at school, we did enjoy or online classes
and made virtual memories. Then, Principal ma’am addressed us and appreciated us for our efforts and ended it with heart
touching message. At last, Vote of thanks was given by one of the students. Teachers, we thank you for always being there for us,
supporting us and encouraging us no matter how hard the situation is.
- Sriyaa & Kruthika Grade X

WORLD ASTEROIDS DAY
The World Asteroid Day also known as International Asteroid Day is celebrated on June 30th every year, to create awareness about
asteroids. The special assembly was by grade VII, VIII and IX students of Subhash Chandra Bose House. The program began with
an auspicious Shloka and school prayer. It was then led by the host and then the students of Subhash Chandra Bose House
explained more about the importance of the event through a Power Point Presentation.
The gist of the PPT was that Asteroids are big rocks in the solar system which are made up of rocks, metals and other elements. It
also explained the reason behind World Asteroid Day that is the Siberian Tunguska River. It also explained the types, history and
solutions about Asteroids and their effects.The program came to an end through vote of thanks by thanking all the teachers and
Principal Ma’am for giving us the ﬁrst opportunity to present special assembly online and to have many take aways. Nidhi Grade - VI

COORDINATOR’S DESK
PREPARING STUDENTS FOR NEW EDUCATION NORMAL.
Post Covid Era is not going to be as normal as earlier. Expected changes in Social Behaviour- for a safe life, demand
Self responsibility with regard to resources, caution while sharing food etc with peers, physical distance , hygiene,
sanitizing. There are also wide changes coming into School curriculum through NEP
Vocational education sub may start from Middle school. The assessment patterns would change to assess their
learning styles, analytical skills etc and cover their understanding and perspective beyond the textbook content. Real
life exposures make a great relevance to classroom learning. There is a possibility of Blended learning approach,
Flipped Classroom methods to be more in into practice. Blended learning, the thoughtful fusion of face-to-face
instruction with online learning, can enhance student learning and provide rewarding teaching experiences for
teachers. It would call for some settling time amongst teachers and children while the parents and society might have
to endure and support .A ﬂipped classroom is an instructional strategy and a type of blended learning focused on
student engagement and active learning, giving the instructor a better opportunity to deal with mixed levels, student
difﬁculties, and differentiated learning preferences during in-class time.
Changes that would be needed in the adult perspective- expectations from kids should change, no more pressure on
scores. Parents want the best for their children. They often dream of their children attending the best of universities
and then securing a most respectable job in modern society. Some of the best times you are likely to spend with your
child are those when you are playing, laughing and participating in fun or leisure activities. Make these times an
opportunity to build camaraderie and friendship. Encouragement, coming from parents, can be a child’s stepping
stone to success. The parent involvement beneﬁts students, including raising their academic achievement. Parents
who are involved tend to have a more positive view of teachers, which results in improved teacher morale. Good twoway communication between parents and schools is necessary for students' success. The more parents and teachers
share relevant information with each other about a student, the better equipped both will be to help that student
achieve academically.
- Ms. Anusheela, H.S. Co-ordinator.

JOURNEY OF ISA
AT UNICENT, Every new idea that we try to introduce brings in a new learning for children. As a school we believe that
today’s education should equip a child with the life skills essential to meet the challenges of everyday life in future. Hence
developing 21st century skills play a very important role.
With the same intent we started our journey of ISA (The International School Award) by British Counsel, two years ago
in the year of 2018-19. ISA is a Programme that Celebrates school's efforts of including international perspective of
thinking as part of our curriculum. ISA program has been a very good drive, which could expose the teachers as well as
students to look at the Teaching-Learning process from an ‘all new dimension’. In fact, many of the methodologies and
guidelines that have taken their space in the NEP guidelines’ too are in line with the British Curriculum. And, latest the
CBSE has involved British Council in designing the process of Assessments for the coming academic year for H.S students
too.
Though it was very new to all of us including teacher and students, but the tremendous effort put in by teachers, students,
and continuous monitoring by our mentors was enriching and inspiring. It seemed a little tough in the beginning about how
to ﬁt it in our schedule without disturbing the school curriculum. Together we could revise the whole curriculum, integrate
it with different subjects and designed our Action Plan which was accepted by the British Counsel and we started our
journey. Here, we pick a topic from any subject, integrate it with the other subjects; study this topic in detail through
different activities giving it an international dimension, which means that the child gets to learn about the concept with an
interpretative approach. And, the children get ample scope to – THINK, DISCUSS, EXPLORE, ANALYSE, INTERPRET,
EXPRESS, INNOVATE ﬁnally adding their values of Humanity and social responsibility as well to what they would
conclude.
UNICENT had experimented taking up only the Foundation program in 2018-19 and the very next year, had gone ahead
with the ISA certiﬁcation program and we take the pride to share that the SCHOOL was awarded for the same in the very
ﬁrst year 2019-20 with the ISA CERTIFICATION FOR THE ACADEMIC YEARS 2020- 2023 enabling the school to
be part of the proud and fruitful journey with the special privilege of using the ISA logo too on all its publications for its
detailed and fabulous set of activities and process taken up in this journey. And the team had received the special
appreciation too from the Council for the exemplary projects taken up.
DESPITE being the Pandemic year in 2020-21 as well ,the School and its team of faculty haven’t left any stone unturned in
making this academic year as well a grand success in term so of ‘ Learning Explosion’ for Unicentians taking this as the
platform. Rather, the beauty of this journey in this year was, even the parents could also become part of this explorative ,
involving learning approach enjoying the impact it could make over their perspectives and attitudes too!
One of the major and interesting activities involved is having an,’ interactive session with a collaborative school of any
other nation’. Where, the students of both Schools exchange any particular aspects relevant to their nation in the topic
chosen in any mode of presentation. These interactive sessions enable kids to foster their abilities of exchanging thoughts
with valid basis of learning and research imbibed within. It was a UNIQUE EXPOSURE for Unicentians to have such
exchange program with the IES KUWAIT, a branch of BVBPS group this year. And our little ones right from PP- HS,
every kid and teacher have set the STANDARDS of UNICENT HIGH through their ﬁnal presentations and the set of
activities that were exchanged with them and had a wonderful learning together with the partnering country too. While, we
had a begin of similar exchange with STELLA MARIS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, PEMBA, MOZAMBIQUE in
the previous year i.es 2019-20. We are indebted to the Team of teachers and managements of both the Schools for obliging
our request and making this cherishable project happen successfully well with all their cooperation and positive
perspective.
These two years of experience has given us a tremendous insight into the varied dimensions of the program and we all feel
that every effort and time invested in it would make a treasurable impact on the learning styles of the children and teaching
approaches of the team as well! Through the International School Award journey, we can not only build solid relationships
with schools abroad and work on a range of topics like culture, scientiﬁc research and environmental conservation but also
enrich our own curriculum with multitude of learning experiences.
We realise that the pursuit of creating global citizens is an ongoing one. A truly global outlook can only be achieved
through continuous exposure to global information, knowledge and best-practices at schools across different geographies.
ISA gives the opportunity for students to be actively and creatively engaged in the activity-based learning process and
makes every teacher and taught to understand and appreciate the fact that, “WE NEED TO BE CONSISTENT
LEARNERS OF LIFE”

Mrs. M Karuna Shree
(Primary Academic Coordinator)

PRE-PRIMARY
UNLOCKING HIDDEN POTENTIAL IN ONLINE LEARNING
This Academic Year has been one of the most interesting and challenging years we have ever faced. The
Corona Virus has had an enormous effect on us in our personal lives and has changed the general ﬂow of dayto-day living in our society as a whole. Many things have come to a standstill and those of us who have
children naturally had the doubt as to whether education for our children could be delivered at all this year.
When we began online classes, the follow-up doubt was whether learning could in fact happen online in any
useful and relevant way.
Here we would like to present some astounding highlights from grades Nursery to 2. Not only have students
been able to learn successfully through the online medium, but in many cases, they have managed to learn
more than they otherwise would have.
In 1st and 2nd grade, science projects have been the biggest hit of them all. The core of science is
understanding the way things around us work, and what better way to do that than to experience it yourself. In
physical schools, it is difﬁcult to provide materials for every single experiment for every single child. At the
same time, it is difﬁcult for students to bring all the materials to school, especially at such a young age. This
hurdle has been overcome through online lessons.
Teachers are now teaching science using materials from home. Students take the same materials that the
teacher is using during the live classes and follow instructions while watching the teacher’s demonstration.
Here are some examples:
(1) Apple Oxidation: Cut apples are placed in different liquids – water, lime water etc. The colour of the apple
change depending on the acidity level of the liquids. Students were able to do the experiment themselves with
their own cups and liquids at home. The enthusiasm of the students was a great indicator of success.
(2) Lemon Volcano: Students took baking soda and added it to lemon juice in a container. The result was a
nice chemical reaction that spilt out of the container like a volcano.
(3) Candle-burning Experiments: Students would light a candle and then contain it using an object like an
inverted tumbler. The ﬂame of the candle after a while would go out. This was for them to learn that ﬁre
requires oxygen as a fuel.
The fact that students were able to handle the objects themselves is what added the most value to the process.
It has piqued their curiosity about the world and how things work. In one case students wanted to know if a
watermelon would ﬂoat in water and now can try it at home themselves!!
What about Pre-primary?
We have found that students are able to learn reading and writing quite well in the online format of instruction.
In English, students are learning to identify letters and sounds via a ppt. Tracing the formation of the letters in
a salt tray, dough, decoration of the letters with peanuts, dals etc are different things they are able to do while
sitting in front of the computer and watching how it’s done. The students are easily able to differentiate the
vowels and consonants through the alphabet cards made by them and frame the CVC words and all the family
words. They have also been introduced to the cursive letters through a video presentation while
simultaneously writing in the handwriting book.
In Maths, students are identifying numbers using objects shown on screen. They then write the numbers on
their slates. Live objects are also displayed to convey quantity. Art integration was done by cutting out the
number and paste the objects related to the number. Visual elements like shapes and the number line was
innovatively done by the students through different activities. The children have been able to count ten
objects and tie them as a bundle for tens and single objects for ones.
In EVS, students prepared ﬁnger puppets and did a puppet theatre to learn about Family Trees. They then
drew pictures of the family in their notebooks. They made collages and put their palm prints on the paper. As
they expanded into the domain of the home, they drew pictures of different rooms in the house as well.
Last but not least, is the incredible success that we have had with almanac activities. This year, all almanac
activities are being conducted online with students mimicking the teacher and her actions through video calls.
What’s even better is the level of engagement being shown by parents, many of whom are now sitting with
their children and doing the activity themselves. In previous years all these activities were done in school and
many of the parents weren’t aware of the kind of things students were doing. Some of the parents have
commented that they love doing it because they never got to do it themselves as children. On Ganesh
Chathurthi, for example, many parents made modals along with their children and it was a lot of fun for
everyone. The growth of involvement despite the physical limitations that corona has imposed, is fantastic!
All in all, online education has been a great source of joy and learning to students despite the challenging
circumstances. The efforts of all teachers, students and parents have paid off and we can look forward to more
learning and a strong remainder of the academic year going forward.
-Mrs. Asha Nambiar ( Pre-Primary Coordinator)
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